Pioneer neurons are known to guide later developing neurons during the initial phases of axonal outgrowth.
To determine whether they are also important in the formation of terminal fields by the follower cells, we studied the role of a putative leech pioneer neuron, the pressure-sensitive (PJ neuron, in the establishment of other neurons' peripheral arbors. The P, neuron has a major axon that exits from its segmental ganglion to grow along the dorsal-posterior (DP) nerve to the dorsal body wall, where it arborizes extensively mainly in its own segment.
It also has two minor axons that project to the two adjacent segments but branch to a lesser degree. We found that the peripheral projections of several later developing neurons, including the AP motor neuron and the T, sensory neuron, followed, with great precision, the major axon and peripheral arbor of the consegmental P, neuron, up to its fourth-order branches. When a P, neuron was ablated before it had grown to the body wall, the AP and T, axons grew normally toward and reached the target area, but then formed terminal arbors that were greatly reduced in size and abnormal in morphology. Further, if the ablation of a P, neuron was accompanied by the induction, in the same segment, of greater outgrowth of the minor axon of a P, neuron from the adjacent segment, the arbors of the same AP neurons grew along these novel P, neuron branches.
These results demonstrate that the peripheral arbor of a P, neuron is a both necessary and sufficient template for the formation of normal terminal fields by certain later growing follower neurons.
[Key words: pathfinding, growth cones, development, leech, cell-cell interactions, guidance, axotomy, Hirudo medicinalis] How do central neurons make precise connections with their peripheral targets? Studies in various systems have suggested that neuronal growth cones use several mechanisms to (I) grow along specific pathways toward their target areas, (2) elaborate branches within those areas, and finally (3) form synaptic connections with particular targets (reviewed in Goodman and Shatz, 1993) . It is also well known that the earliest developing neurons can act as pioneers in the axonless environment, establishing the framework of major pathways later utilized by other neurons. Growth cones of the later developing neurons then make specific navigational choices, fasciculating with certain tracts as they extend in the direction of appropriate targets (LoPresti et al., 1973; Bate, 1976; Raper et al., 1983; Goodman et al., 1984; Kuwada, 1986) .
The interactions between followers and pioneers are of great interest and have been the subject of many studies in the past 2 decades. So far, studies of the roles of pioneer neurons have focused primarily on examining the initial outgrowth of the later developing neurons in the absence of pioneers. In some systems, when a pioneer neuron is ablated very early in development, its followers fail to find their normal pathways but may, in some cases, reach their target areas through abnormal paths (Macagno, 1978; Raper et al., 1984; Kuwada, 1986; Klose and Bentley, 1989; Ghosh et al., 1990; Pike et al., 1992; McConnell et al., 1994) . In other systems, however, later developing neurons are able to find relatively normal paths towards the targets in the absence of pioneers (Keshishian and Bentley, 1983; Eisen et al., 1989; Tix et al., 1989) .
During the later phases of axon outgrowth in the target area, both axon-target and axon-axon interactions are known to play important roles (e.g., Ball et al., 1985; Westerfield et al., 1986; Landmesser et al., 1990; Halpern et al., 1991; Sink and Whitington, 199 1) . However, the role of the pioneer neurons in the formation of the terminal fields of later developing neurons has not been examined in detail, to our knowledge. In this study, we used dye fills, cell ablations, and axon transections to demonstrate that a particular early developing neuron, the P, neuron of the leech Hirudo medicinalis, is both necessary and sufficient for the establishment of the terminal arborizations of later developing neurons, but is not required for guiding the initial growth of their axons to the periphery. P,, neurons have been shown to pioneer the nerve to the dorsal body wall in another species of leech (Kuwada, 1985) .
Some of the results presented here have been published previously in abstract form (Gan et al., 1993) .
Materials and Methods
Hirudo me&in&s embryos were obtained from our laboratory colony and maintained at 23°C. Cell ablations, cutting the roots, labeling with DiI and DiO, and imaging were carried out exactly as described in the preceding companion article (Gan and Macagno, 1995 (Northwest Immune-Technology, Eugene, OR) (I:2 in I % Triton-X in PBS, with 2% goat serum). The embryos were then rinsed in I % Triton-X-PBS three times (20 min each) and incubated with peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-mouse secondary antibody (Cappel, Durham, NC) for 2 hr at room temperature (I:50 in I % Triton-X-PBS). After washing three times (20 min each) with I % Triton-X-PBS, the preparations were exposed to 0. I % diaminobenzidine (DAB, Sigma) and 0.01% hydrogen peroxide until a brown reaction product appeared. The embryos were then cleared in 100% glycerol and mounted to image the dorsal posterior nerves.
Results
The terminal fields qf the P,, AP, and T, neurons coincide extensively in the dorsal germinal plate
The normal axonal outgrowth of the dorsal pressure-sensitive sensory neuron (P,) in Hirudo medicinulis is described in detail in the preceding companion article (Gan and Macagno, l995) , and is diagrammed in Figure 1 . Briefly, at embryonic day 7 (E7) the P,, cell sends one major projection into the periphery in its own segment and two oppositely directed minor projections into the connective nerves that link adjacent segmental ganglia. The growth cone of the major projection reaches the edge of the germinal plate at E8, slightly earlier than the two minor projections in the adjacent segments. From E8 to E14, the major projection extends six first-order branches from which the second-, third-, and fourth-order branches grow, forming an extensive terminal arbor. In contrast, the minor projections have very few branches during this period. The peripheral projections of the AP cell (Fig. l) , a motor neuron whose target is as yet unidentified, were found to extend to the contralateral body wall through the two lateral nerve roots, beginning at E9 (Gao and Macagno, 1987) . In the body wall, one axon of the AP cell grew along the DP nerve towards the dorsal germinal plate, and two others grew to the ventral and lateral region, one through the anterior nerve, and the other through the ventral posterior nerve. Figure 2A shows double staining at El0 of the AP cell (DiI, in red) and both the dorsal (P,; right territory) and ventral (P,; left territory) P cells (DiO, in green; the superpositions of red and green are indicated by yellow). At the light level, it appears that the dorsal posterior axon of the AP cell followed the P, cell precisely in order to navigate toward the dorsal germinal plate; this idea was tested directly in the experiments described below. One interesting difference we observed between the growth cones of the AP and the P cells was that those of the AP cell had many fewer filopodia.
Examination of dye-filled AP neurons in El2-I 3 embryos revealed that the arbor of the AP cell closely resemble that of the P,, cell, both forming six first-order branches at the same locations (Fig. 2B ). The AP cell appeared to have grown along the same paths as the branches of the P,, cell, up to the fourth order, thus forming a terminal .field almost congruent with that of the P, cell, although less extensive. Dorsal T (T,) cells sent processes into the periphery about 2 d after the P,, cells, about the same time as the AP neurons. Their overall morphology was quite similar to that of the P,, cells, having one major projection in their own segment and two minor ones in the two adjacent segments. Figure 2C shows double staining of the T,, (red) and the P, (green) neurons at EIO. Like the AP cells, the T,, cell growth cones lacked filopodia and followed the P,, cell to the dorsal germinal plate. In El 3 embryos, the T,, and P,, terminal fields were coincident up to the fourth-order branches (not shown). We also observed that two motor neurons, the AE cells and the NUT cells, both followed the branches of the P,, cells faithfully into and within the dorsal germinal plate (not shown). However, this was not true for every cell that grows to the dorsal plate via the DP nerve. For example, in El 1 embryos, -some axons of the Retzius cell (in red) appeared to follow the P,'s branches, whereas others did not (Fig. 20) .
The P, cell is not required for the ,formation oj' the DP nerve To determine whether P, neurons play a necessary role in the formation of the DP nerve, we ablated single P, cells at E7, just before they sent projections into the periphery. The embryos were then stained at El3 with an antibody against acetylated tubulin, in order to visualize the DP nerve. We found that this nerve was still formed in the segment lacking the P,, cell ( Fig.   2E ; n = 29 of 29). A possible explanation for this finding is that the minor projections from P, cells in adjacent ganglia might participate in the formation of the DP nerve when the major branch of the local P, cell is absent. To test this idea, the P, cells were ablated in three consecutive ganglia at E7, ensuring that there were no minor projections of neighboring P,, neurons in the middle ganglion. When examined 6 d later, these ganglia still appeared to have normal DP nerves (n = 14 of 14). Outgrowth of the AP cell in the dorsal germinal plate requires the P, pioneer. A, The morphology of a control AP cell at E13. B, Abnormal outgrowth of the AP cell in the dorsal germinal plate at El3 after ablation of the P, neuron at E8. In the absence of the pioneer P, cell, the AP cell always showed significantly reduced axonal outgrowth and dramatically abnormal peripheral branching. Scale bar, 100 pm.
The AP, TD, and AE neurons use the PD neuron arbor as a template in establishing their own terminal arborizations, but not for initial outgrowth to the target region To reveal possible effects of ablating the P, cell on the branching pattern of the follower neurons, individual cells were stained with DiI to examine their ability to travel to the dorsal germinal plate and establish normal arbors after the ablation of the local P, neuron. In the case of AP neurons, P, cells were ablated either at E7 (n = 27) or E8 (n = 36) and the AP cells were stained with DiI at E13. In all cases, the AP cell on the experimental side had significantly reduced growth and a very abnormal branching pattern (Fig. 3B ) compared to the control AP cell on the opposite side (Fig. 3A) . In contrast, the ventral arbor of the AP cell, presumably generated using the ventral P (P,) neuron as a template, appeared to be unaffected (not shown). Similar findings were obtained when the peripheral arbors of the T, and annulus erector (AE) neurons were examined after P, cell ablation. Five days after ablating P, cells at E8, T, cells t on the experimental side showed abnormal branching patterns and less outgrowth (n = 12 of 12). When the T, and AP cells were both stained with different dyes in the same preparation, although their arbors overlapped extensively, the T, cell was always found to have more branches than the AP cell in the dorsal region (Fig. 2F, n = 3) . It is not known whether they both followed another cell when the P, was killed, or whether the AP cell followed the T, cell. In addition, we found that the dorsal posterior branch of the AE motor neuron, which has an arbor similar to that of the AP, also had abnormal branching and reduced outgrowth (n = 3 of 3; not shown).
The particular branching patterns of the follower cells on the experimental side varied from one preparation to another, but were, nevertheless, quite distinct from controls. These results suggest that the establishment of correct terminal arborizations for the AP, T,, and AE neurons in dorsal skin required the presence of the P, cell.
Ablation of the PD neuron might affect the follower cells as at E7. No differences between the DP nerves (arrows) in the experimental side (left) and the control side (right) were found. F, The abnormal growth of the T, and AP cells in the absence of the P, cell. Five days after ablation of the P, cell at E8, the T, (red) and AP cells (green) grow along similar paths in the dorsal germinal plate, though the T, has additional erratic growth. The controls for both cells, not shown here, were normal and for the AP cell, similar to the one in B. The dorsal germinal plate is on the right side of the dotted line. Scale bars, 100 pm. their axons first grew to the periphery or, alternatively, influenced their growth only after reaching the dorsal germinal plate. To distinguish between these possibilities, the initial outgrowth of AP neurons was examined in the absence of the P, cell. We found that after P, ablation at E7 (n = 6) or E8 (n = 6), the dorsal posterior branch of the AP cell still reached the dorsal germinal plate at El0 and was similar to controls (compare Fig.  4A,B) . Growth of the AP cell started to deviate from normal at El 1, displaying less frequent and abnormal branching (compare Fig. 4C ,D; n = 4). To test whether minor projections from P, cells in adjacent ganglia can guide AP axons to dorsal territory when the consegmental P, is missing, we ablated P, cells in three consecutive ganglia at E7. Three days later, the dorsal posterior branch of the AP cell in the middle ganglion was found to grow directly to or close to the dorsal region (n = 4 of 4; not shown). These results suggest that neither major nor minor branches of P, cells are necessary for the AP cells to initiate outgrowth or to grow to and reach dorsal territory.
PD cell arbors are sujjicient for guiding AP cells in establishing their normal terminal fields Although the experiments described above showed the P, cell to be necessary for the proper formation of AP cell terminal fields, it remained to be determined whether it was also suficient. To prove sufficiency required our causing the P, neuron to grow where it normally does not, to see if the AP cell would follow novel P, cell arbors. To achieve this, first one P, neuron was killed at E8, thereby eliminating guidance from its major branch in the experimental ganglion (diagrammed in Fig. 5B , right; the contralateral P, neuron was also deleted, as an opposite-side control; Fig. SA, left) . We then used a technique described in the preceding companion article (Gan and Macagno, 1995) that induces the neighboring P, cell's minor projection to overgrow in the experimental segment, the cutting of its major projection. With this experimental scheme, we then tested whether the "overinduced" minor branch of the adjacent P, cell (P',) could, by growing within the vacated territory of the ablated P, neuron, be sufficient to guide the AP cell's major axon.
Four days after the operations, the control AP neuron had a restricted terminal field in the dorsal body wall and little outgrowth, as observed before. On the experimental side, however, the arbor of the AP cell had grown much larger than the control (n = 10 of lo), though the precise branching patterns of the AP cell varied somewhat from case to case. Figure 6 shows, in the dorsal germinal plate, the projections of the AP cells in the experimental ganglion (DiI, in red) and the minor and part of the i ii Figure 5 . The experimental scheme to test whether the P, cell is sufficient to guide outgrowth of the AP cell, the control being A and the experiment being B. Two P, cells in ganglion (i) were first ablated. The roots of the next two adjacent ganglia (ii) and (iii) on the experimental side were then cut with a sharp pin so that the P',, cell in ganglion (II) was left with its minor projection in segment (i) B, The operations were done at E8, when the major and the minor projections of the P',, cell have just reached the margin of the germinal plate and the major one is about to form its first-order branches. At later stages, the two P', cells in ganglion (ii) and the two AP cells in ganglion (i) were stained with different dyes to examine their arbors in segment (i). The P', and AP cells with projections to the left germinal plate were used as controls (A) . major projections of the P', cells in the adjacent, more posterior ganglion (DiO, in green). On the control side, some branches of the AP cell followed the minor projection of the adjacent P', cell, but some branches did not (Fig. 6A) . On the experimental side, there was clearly much more outgrowth of the neighboring P', cell and the local AP cell than on the control side (Fig. 6B) . It appeared, 4 d after the operation, that the branches of the AP cell followed the novel P', projections in the dorsal germinal plate. Thus, the P', cell appears to be sufficient as a guide for the AP cell to establish its arbor.
In Figure 6 , C and D show the outgrowth of the AP cell (red) and the minor projection of the adjacent P', cell (green) 2 d later, 6 d after the operation. The P', cell's arbor has grown asymmetrically due to inhibition by the P, cell in the next, more anterior ganglion (see preceding companion article, Gan and Macagno, 1995) . Concomitantly, the AP cell also generated an asymmetric arbor by following the minor projection of the neighboring P', cell, up to the fourth order. The minor projection of the P', cell and the projection of the AP cell both had significant increases in outgrowth on the experimental side during the additional 2 d, but they did not on the control side. Interestingly, sometimes the AP cell can also follow the major projection of the adjacent P', cell (Fig. 6A,C) .
Discussion
The data presented in this report show that the AP motor neuron and the T, sensory neuron depend on a putative pioneering sensory cell (the P, cell) for the establishment of their terminal arbors. Our observations also show that another motor neuron, the AE cell, behaves very much as the AP cell does. The follower cells duplicate the arbors of the P, cell in the body wall, up to the fourth-order branches, though they eventually diverge near the superficial layers. The P, cell is not, however, required for the initial directional growth toward a particular region of the periphery.
Follower outgrowth is affected specijically by P, ablation The abnormal outgrowth of the AP and T, cells in the dorsal germinal plate after ablation of the P, cell was clearly not due to nonspecific effects of the experimental procedures. For example, there was no discernable change in the ventral branching pattern of the AP cell after ablation of the P,, although the effect on its dorsal branching pattern was severe. Moreover, normal pathfinding by the minor projection of the adjacent P, cell and the rescue of AP cell outgrowth by the adjacent P, cell's induced growth suggest that the ablation did not disturb the local cues presumably used by the P, cells for guidance. Thus, the reduced and abnormal outgrowth of the AP and T, neurons in the absence of the P, cell must have arisen specifically from the loss of the guidance cues to which the P, cell normally provides access in the dorsal region.
What governs the initial outgrowth of later-developing neurons? Our results indicate that the AP and other follower cells are apparently able to recognize guidance cues to grow to the dorsal target area without the P, cell. However, it is not clear what controls the correct initial outgrowth of these follower cells in the absence of the P, cell. One possibility is that the cues used by the P, cell may still be available at the time when the AP, T,, and AE cells grow to the dorsal germinal plate and may be directly recognized by these later developing neurons. Alterna- Figure 6 . The P, cells are sufficient to guide the AP cells to establish normal terminal fields. In all the panels, the AP cells in ganglion (i) were stained with DiI (in red) and the P', cells in ganglion (ii) with DiO (in green) (see experimental scheme illustrated in Fig. 5 ). Branches of the P', and AP cells outside the volume imaged with the confocal microscope are depicted with dotted lines in all the panels. Dorsal is to the left in A and C, to the right in B and D. A, Four days after ablation, the AP cell on the control side of segment (i) had limited outgrowth, as expected. Some branches of the AP cell followed the branches of the minor projection of the P', cell, whereas others did not. Arrows at bottom indicate the tively, the later developing neurons may simply fasciculate with other early axons to reach the dorsal germinal plate. At present, we are unable to distinguish between these two possibilities.
Studies in many other systems have shown that some pioneer neurons do participate in guiding the early phases of axonal outgrowth of later developing neurons, whereas others do not (Macagno, 1978; Keshishian and Bentley, 1983; Raper et al., 1984; Kuwada, 1986; Eisen et al., 1989; Klose and Bentley, 1989; Tix et al., 1989; Ghosh et al., 1990; Pike et al., 1992; McConnell et al., 1994) . One interesting question is why in some systems, but not in others, later developing neurons appear to recognize the same guidance cues as do the pioneer neurons. As pointed out by Bentley and Keshishian (1982) pioneers and later developing neurons may have the same ability to read simple environmental cues. However, pioneers usually navigate at a time when the distances between neurons and their targets are short and environments are relatively uncomplicated. Presumably, later developing neurons in some systems would fail to find the appropriate pathways without the pioneer because the environment they grow in may have become more complex, guidance cues might disappear with time, and/or distances to cues (e.g., guidepost cells) might increase beyond the ability of followers to sense. Hence, whether or not the later developing neuron can grow properly in the absence of the pioneer may depend on how complex the environment becomes by the time these followers navigate through it.
The role of' the pioneer in estublishing terminul jields Our data, that the AP and T,, neurons can grow correctly to but can't branch appropriately in the target area without the P,, cell, are reminiscent of recent studies of the role of pioneering subplate neurons in the guidance of descending axons from cerebral cortex in cats and ferrets (McConnell et al., 1994) . After ablation of subplate neurons, the later developing subcortical projections from cortical neurons of Layer VI can still reach their target, the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), but fail to invade it afterwards. It is not known how the subplate neurons facilitate the invasion of the subcortical projections into the LGN.
In our system, interactions between the P,, and the follower neurons play a critical role in the growth of the followers within the dorsal germinal plate. It is not clear whether the AP and T,, cells lack mechanisms to recognize the same guidance cues recognized by the P,, cell or, alternatively, whether the cues used by the P,, cell to form its terminal field become unavailable by the time that the AP and T,, cells arrive at the dorsal area. Although the AP and T,, cell may grow in the dorsal area by simply fasciculating with the preexisting branches of the P,, cell, our observation that the outgrowth of the AP and T, cell is promoted in the presence of the P,, cell also suggests other possibilities. For example, the P,, cell might act as a substrate that promotes the growth of the follower cells in the dorsal region. The enhanced outgrowth of the followers may then enable these followers to recognize guidance cues themselves. In this model, t The Journal of Neuroscience, May 1995, i5(5) 3261 ablation of the P, neurons results in the much slower growth rate of the AP and T, cell in the expanding germinal plate and, secondarily, in the inability of these cells to recognize the existing paths to their normal targets.
The role ofjlopodia in the detection qf guidunce cues
The major projection of the P,, cell produces many filopodia along its shaft and at the growth cones, which then disappear gradually. In contrast, the AP and T, neurons have few or no filopodia. Could their lack of filopodia account for their inability to navigate correctly in dorsal territory in the absence of the pioneer? Indeed, studies in other systems indicate that pioneer neurons often have more complex growth cones than later developing neurons (LoPresti et al., 1973; Nordlander, 1987; Kim et al., 1991; Yaginuma et al., 1991) and filopodia have been shown to be important for growth cone steering both in vitro and in situ (Letourneau, 1975; O'Connor et al., 1990; Myers and Bastiani, 1993) . In fact, disruption of filopodia by cytochalasin treatment results in abnormal pathfinding by the Til neuron in grasshoppers (Bentley and Toroian-Raymond, 1986 ) and by retinal growth cones in the Xenopus brain (Chien et al., 1993) . It is not known whether AP and T, cells lack an intrinsic ability to produce many filopodia, or whether their environments are merely not conducive to such formation. However, it is worth noting that P,, neuron branches lack many filopodia when they overlap with branches of a segmental homolog, and recover them when that homolog is ablated (Gan and Macagno, 1995) . In the case of the AP and T, neurons, however, ablation of the P, cell does not result in a very significant increase in filopodia extension by these cells, which correlates with their inability to generate a normal arbor.
Based on our observations as well as those of others Kuwada and Kramer, 1983) , we propose that P, neurons have the capacity to recognize two kinds of substrate cues, those that allow their growth cones to navigate toward dorsal regions and those that allow them to generate stereotypic arbors in the target area. In contrast, the growth cones of later developing neurons are capable of recognizing initial cues, but once they reach the target, rely on the P, arbor for the generation of their terminal fields. This strategy provides a simple mechanism by which neurons with different functions can efficiently innervate common territory. three anterior primary branches of the P',> cell. Note that a branch of the AP cell has jumped to and is growing along one of these (sruv). B, Four days after ablation, the minor projection of the P',, cell on the experimental side has been induced to grow extensively in segment (i). Most branches of the AP cell in the dorsal germinal plate followed the minor projection of the P',, cell, up to the fourth order. There is considerable greater outgrowth of the AP cell on the experimental side than on the control side. C and D, The control and experimental sides, 6 d after ablation. Clearly, there was extensive outgrowth of the AP cell, which followed the induced minor projection of adjacent P', cell, on the experimental side. Arrows in C indicate the branches of the major projections of the P',, cells. A branch of the AP cell in C appears to follow a branch of the major projection of the P',, cell (smr), as in A. Scale bars, 100 pm (bar in A also for B; bar in C also for D).
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